
Simon Longmore’s Short Film “Not Your 
Average Bear” winning big at Film Festivals 

VADA’s owner Simon Longmore is 
pleased by the reaction his short 
film “Not Your Average Bear” has 
been getting at film festivals in the 
US and Europe. Simon wrote, 
produced and acted in the lead role 
of John Sullivan, a lovable loser 
who lives with his mother. After 
losing his job as a salesman, John 
becomes increasingly desperate for 
money, and resorts to crime. The 
result is a fun, amusing and 
exciting story about changing one’s 
reality.  Congrats Simon! 
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VADA Alumni take home 2020 Leo Awards
The Leo Awards are the awards program for the British 
Columbia film and television industry. Held each May or June in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, the Leo Awards were 
founded by the Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Foundation of 
British Columbia in 1999. This year two VADA Alumni have been 
recipients of Best Performance Awards. 

Darren Mann has won Best Lead Performance by a Male in a Dramatic Series for 
his work in CBC’s “Fortunate Son”

The show is loosely based on the 
experiences of Mary Cox, the mother of 
co-executive producer Tom Cox, who 
helped American draft dodgers cross 

the border into Canada during the 
Vietnam War. Set in 1968, the show 

centres on Ruby Howard, an American 
expatriate living in British Columbia with 
her family involved in antiwar activism 

who is asked to help troubled American 
Travis Hunter (Darren Mann) cross the 
border into Canada in order to dodge 

the Vietnam War draft.

Madison Smith has won Best Supporting Performance by a Male in a TV Movie 
for his work in Hallmark’s 
“Write Before Christmas.” 

The film revolves around a recently 
single woman named Jessica, who 

sends Christmas cards to five people 
who have influenced her life: her aunt, 

younger brother Carter (Madison Smith) 
in the military, a pop star who provided 

the soundtrack to her life, the music 
teacher who inspired her, and her best 
friend, who always tells her the truth. 

As each person receives Jessica's card, 
they are sparked to act in their own lives 

to make them better.
Congratulations Darren & Madison!
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Alumni Olena Medwid lands supporting role in new 
Netflix’s series “Away” 

Away follows the first crewed, three 
year expedition to Mars, called the 
Mars Joint Initiative. It features an 

international crew: A chemist 
(Chinese); a cosmonaut (Russian); 

the medical officer (India); and a 
botanist (Britain); under the 

command of American astronaut 
Emma Green (Hilary Swank). Emma 

has a husband who trained as an 
astronaut along with her, who might 
have commanded the mission but 

for a medical condition. Olena 
Medwid plays the recurring role of 

Natalya Popov, adult daughter of the 
Russian cosmonaut.

Alumni Dacre Montgomery
 stars in 

“The Broken Hearts Gallery”
Most of you remember Dacre 
Montgomery for two really big 

performances. Either you know him 
as Jason the Red Ranger in 

Lionsgate's Power Rangers, or as 
bad boy Billy Hargrove from the last 
two seasons of Netflix’s Stranger 

Things. 
This time however, Dacre finds 
himself cast as a handsome, 
aspiring young hotelier in the 

romantic comedy “The Broken 
Hearts Gallery.”

The storyline is based upon the 
premise, What if you saved a 

souvenir from every relationship 
you've ever been in? 
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"There are many talented people who haven't fulfilled their 
dreams because they over thought it, or they were too 
cautious, and were unwilling to make the leap of faith" 

- James Cameron, Director of Titanic and Avatar
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